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Abstract

Modern organizations are accumulating huge volumes
of textual documents. To turn archives into valuable know-
ledge sources, textual content must become explicit and
queryable. Semantic tagging with markup languages such
as XML satisfies both requirements. We thus introduce the
DIAsDEM� framework for extracting semantics from struc-
tural text units (e.g., sentences), assigning XML tags to them
and deriving a flat XML DTD for the archive. DIAsDEM fo-
cuses on archives characterized by a peculiar terminology
and by an implicit structure such as court filings and com-
pany reports. In the knowledge discovery phase, text units
are iteratively clustered by similarity of their content. Each
iteration outputs clusters satisfying a set of quality criteria.
Text units contained in these clusters are tagged with semi-
automatically determined cluster labels and XML tags re-
spectively. Additionally, extracted named entities (e.g., per-
sons) serve as attributes of XML tags. We apply the frame-
work in a case study on the German Commercial Register.

1. Introduction

Tan points out that up to 80% of a company’s informa-
tion is stored in unstructured textual documents [18]. Un-
doubtedly, they are a major source of organizational know-
ledge. Effective knowledge management thus requires tech-
niques to extract actionable knowledge from text archives.
Feldman and Dagan coined the phrase “knowledge discov-
ery in textual databases” (KDT) that refers to the extrac-
tion of useful knowledge from unstructured text documents
[6]. In this paper, we introduce the KDT approach pursued
in the research project DIAsDEM for knowledge manage-
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ment over application-specific documents. Our goal is the
semantic tagging of textual content with meta-data to fa-
cilitate searching, querying and integration with associated
texts and relational data. Hence, we aim at deriving an XML
DTD that serves as a quasi-schema for the document collec-
tion and enables database-like queries on textual data.

DIAsDEM focuses on texts with domain-specific vo-
cabulary and syntax. These application-specific collections
contain rather homogeneous texts (e.g., police reports) with
several particularities: Firstly, important and discriminat-
ing information is contained in fine-grained structural text
components, although all texts deal with a limited set of
subjects, e.g. the phases of crime investigation. Secondly,
all texts adhere to a particular vocabulary as well as to a pe-
culiar syntax and to linguistic conventions that may be far
away from everyday language rules. Thirdly, these texts fre-
quently share an inherent, though undocumented structure.

Our approach of converting texts into XML documents is
based on clustering their structural components by seman-
tics and making these semantics explicit as cluster labels.
To this end, we propose an iterative clustering process: We
progressively group text units (e.g., sentences) by similar-
ity and identify concepts that describe the members of each
group. For each semantic group, a cluster label is derived
and subsequently used as an XML tag constituting meta-
data for the corresponding text units. In addition, we identi-
fy named entities referenced in text units, e.g. names of per-
sons and companies. Extracted named entities subsequently
serve as attribute values of XML tags.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next
section discusses related work. Section 3 gives an overview
of the proposed framework for semantic tagging, whereas
section 4 describes its iterative KDT process in detail. Sec-
tion 5 concisely describes the process of tagging text docu-
ments. Section 6 presents a case study that illustrates the
application of the proposed framework. We conclude and
present directions for future research in section 7.



2. Related work

The related research can be categorized into knowledge
discovery in textual databases, research on semi-structured
data and projects pursuing similar objectives.

Tan briefly summarizes the current state of text mining
and its future challenges [18]. He introduces a two-phase
framework for text mining: In the text refining phase, un-
structured texts are first transformed into an intermediary
form that is later used to deduce knowledge in the know-
ledge distillation phase. This general approach is adopted in
our proposed DIASDEM framework as well. We perform
fine-grained semantic analysis and integrate domain know-
ledge that are open research problems according to Tan.

Nahm and Mooney propose the combination of methods
from KDD and information extraction to perform text min-
ing tasks [13]. They apply standard KDD techniques to a
collection of structured records that contain previously ex-
tracted, application-specific features from texts. Feldman et
al. propose text mining at the term level instead of focusing
on linguistically tagged words [7]. The authors represent
each document by a set of terms and construct a taxonomy
of terms. The resulting dataset is input to KDD algorithms
such as association rule discovery. Our framework adopts
the idea of representing texts by terms and concepts. How-
ever, we aim at the semantic tagging of text units within the
document according to a global DTD and not at the charac-
terization of the entire document’s content. Loh et al. sug-
gest to extract concepts rather than individualwords for sub-
sequent use for KDD at the document level [9]. Similarly
to our framework, the authors suggest to exploit existing
vocabularies such as thesauri for concept extraction.

Our approach shares with this research thread the object-
ive of extracting semantic concepts from texts. However,
concepts to be extracted in DIAsDEM must be appropriate
to serve as elements of an XML DTD. Among other im-
plications, discovering a concept that is only peculiar to a
single text unit is not sufficient for our purposes, although it
may perfectly reflect its content. In order to derive a DTD,
we need to discover groups of text units that share seman-
tic concepts. Moreover, we concentrate on domain-specific
texts, which significantly differ from average texts with re-
spect to word frequency statistics. These collections can
hardly be processed using standard text mining software be-
cause the integration of relevant domain knowledge is a pre-
requisite for successful knowledge discovery.

Semi-structured data is another topic of intensive re-
search within the database community [3, 1]. A lot of effort
has recently been put into methods inferring and represent-
ing structure in similar semi-structured documents [14, 19].
In order to transform existing content into XML documents,
Sengupta and Purao propose a method that infers DTDs by
using already tagged documents as input [17]. In contrast,

we propose a method that tags plain text documents and
derives a DTD for them. Closer to our approach is the
work of Lumera, who uses keywords and rules to semi-
automatically convert legacy data into XML documents
[10]. However, his approach relies on establishing a rule
base that drives the conversion, while we employ a KDD
methodology to reduce necessary human effort.

Bruder et al. introduce the search engine GETESS that
supports query processing on texts by deriving and pro-
cessing XML text abstracts [2]. These abstracts con-
tain language-independent, content-weighted summaries of
domain-specific texts. Instead of creating abstracts, we aim
at tagging complete text documents. Decker et al. extract
meta-data from Web documents using the ontology-based
system ONTOBROKER [4]. Maedche and Staab introduce
an architecture for semi-automatically learning ontologies
from Web documents [11]. Embley et al. also apply on-
tologies to extract and to structure information contained in
data-rich unstructured documents [5]. In DIAsDEM, we do
not separate meta-data from original texts but rather pro-
vide a semantic annotation, keeping the texts intact for later
processing or visualization. Given the aforementioned lin-
guistic particularities of the application domains we invest-
igate, a DTD characterizing the content of the documents is
more appropriate than inferences on their content.

3. The DIAsDEM framework

Our framework pursues two objectives for an archive
of text documents: All documents should be semantically
tagged and an appropriate XML DTD should be derived
for the archive. Rather than classifying entire documents
or tagging single terms, the framework aims at annotating
structural components of text documents that are referred to
as text units. Table 1 illustrates this notion of semantic tag-
ging: The semantics of text units (i.e. sentences) are made
explicit by semantic XML tags containing further meta-data
as (attribute, value)-pairs. Thus, the input to the DIAsDEM
mining phase is the set of all text units and neither the set of
documents nor the text units of a single document.

Text units are clustered by similarity of their content.
The objectives of DIAsDEM are particularly challenging

(...) <crime type="burglary" company="Miller’s
Jewelers Inc."> A platinum diamond ring was stolen from
Miller’s Jewelers Inc. on Saturday in one of several thefts reported
to police.</crime> <arrest person="Bryan Ray
Owens"> The suspect Bryan Ray Owens was immediately arrested.
</arrest> <value amountOfMoney="3300 USD">
The ring was valued at $3,300</object> (...)

Table 1. Semantically tagged police report



for the clustering methodology, because only semantically
homogeneous clusters can be assigned a reasonable seman-
tic tag. Additionally, a cluster should not be too specific,
because a semantic tag comprised of many concepts such
as <immediateArrestOfSuspect> can hardly be
memorized and exploited during query formulation. More-
over, the cluster cardinality should not be too low, since lots
of small clusters also imply many highly specialized tags.

Semantic tagging in DIAsDEM is a two-phase process.
We have designed a KDT process that constitutes the first
phase in order to build clusters according to the aforemen-
tioned requirements, to tag documents in XML according
to the results and to derive an XML DTD describing the
archive. This process is termed “iterative” because the clus-
tering algorithm is invoked repeatedly. Our notion of it-
erative clustering should not be confused with the fact that
most clustering algorithms perform multiple passes over the
data before converging. Rather, in each iteration of the KDT
process, we re-adjust cluster similarity parameters. This
process is also “interactive”, because a knowledge engineer
is consulted during cluster selection that is performed at the
end of each iteration. Phase 1 of the DIAsDEM framework
results in a final set of clusters, whose labels serve as XML
tags and DTD elements. Huge amounts of new documents
can be converted into XML documents in the second, batch-
oriented and productive phase of the DIAsDEM framework.
In this phase, all text units contained in new documents are
clustered by the previously built text unit clusterer and are
subsequently tagged with the corresponding cluster labels.

4. The iterative KDT process

In this paper, we focus on the first phase of our frame-
work whose iterative and interactive KDT process is de-
picted in Figure 1. Besides the text documents to be tagged,
the following domain knowledge constitutes input to this
knowledge discovery process: A thesaurus containing a
domain-specific taxonomy of terms and concepts, a prelim-
inary UML schema of the domain and descriptions of spe-
cific named entities of importance, e.g. persons and com-
panies. The UML schema reflects the semantics of named
entities and relationships among them, as they are initially
conceived by application experts. This schema serves as a
reference for the DTD to be derived from discovered seman-
tic tags, but there is no guarantee that the final DTD will be
contained in or will contain this preliminary schema.

Similarly to a conventional KDD process, our process
starts with a preprocessing phase, in which a reduced fea-
ture space is established. All text units are mapped into
vectors of this space. Additionally, named entities of in-
terest are extracted from text units by a separate module.
For instance, the surname and the forename of a named en-
tity “Person” is recognized in the text. Discovered named
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Figure 1. Iterative KDT process

entities and their values subsequently serve as attributes of
XML tags. In the pattern discovery phase, text unit vec-
tors are clustered based on similarity of their content. The
objective is to discover dense and homogeneous text unit
clusters. Clustering is performed in multiple iterations.
Each iteration outputs a set of clusters which are partitioned
into “acceptable” and “unacceptable” ones according to our
quality criteria described in section 4.2. The postmining
phase consists of a labeling step, in which “acceptable”
clusters are semi-automatically assigned a label. Cluster la-
bels are derived from feature space dimensions prevailing
in the corresponding clusters. Cluster labels actually cor-
respond to XML tags that are subsequently used to annotate
cluster members. Finally, all original documents are tagged
using valid XML tags. This phase is described in section 5.

4.1. Establishing the feature space

In the preprocessing phase, we first determine the text
units to be clustered. Since the objective of DIAsDEM is the
annotation of documents with semantic tags, a document is
not a single entity but a collection of structural components
whose semantics should be identified and mapped into tags.
Currently, the level of granularity in our analysis is a sen-
tence. A more elaborate approach using noun groups or
sliding n-grams as text units is planned as future work.

After performing word stemming, we establish the fea-
ture space. In conventional text mining, the feature space
is determined by an application-specific controlled vocabu-
lary, including specific terminology and excluding stop-
words. In DIAsDEM, the feature space is much smaller,
not only to reduce the number of dimensions, but mainly to
reach the ultimate goal of DIAsDEM, namely the derivation
of a DTD that describes a document collection. Accord-
ingly, the feature space is comprised of terms and concepts
that (i) are not rare and (ii) belong to the specific termino-



logy used in the collection of text documents to be tagged.
Requirement (i) excludes rare terms. Among them are

named entities (e.g., persons) which have high selective
power and are very important in other text mining applica-
tions. Nonetheless, named entity identification is important
for the applications addressed in DIAsDEM, so that identi-
fiers are detected in the preprocessing phase and incorpor-
ated into tags as attributes during the tagging phase.

Requirement (ii) excludes all general purpose terms.
This reflects the purpose of the DTD to be derived: It should
describe the documents in much the same way a database
schema describes records. For example, in a database of
police records, a burglary would be rather the value of an
attribute “crime type” than an attribute itself. Some terms
that are excluded due to this requirement are still taken into
account during the tagging phase as attribute values. Cur-
rently, this is restricted to a predetermined set of named
entities. Ultimately, requirement (ii) can only be satisfied
by feature selection performed by a domain expert. In the
DIAsDEM framework, we propose that the application do-
main is conceptually modeled. Terms appearing in this
schema as names of entities, associations, attributes or high-
level methods form the basis of the restricted feature space.

All terms and concepts remaining in the feature space af-
ter applying requirements (i) and (ii) on the vocabulary are
frequent or very frequent. In conventional text mining ap-
plications, very frequent terms are also excluded because of
their low descriptive power. In DIAsDEM, we only exclude
words at the rightmost part of the word frequency curve but
still retain many words of high frequency. The reason is that
some frequent terms appear in combinations that character-
ize text units. For example, “crime” may be a very frequent
term in police records, but it is necessary to characterize
something as an “element of crime”. Similarly to IR con-
ventions, we only keep a very limited number of word com-
binations in the feature space [15]. Interesting combinations
of terms are discovered during the clustering phase instead.

The feature space is established by the end of this phase.
The number of its dimensions is much lower than implied
by the cardinality of the controlled vocabulary. Our notion
of a “text unit descriptor” or simply a “descriptor” might
refer to a single term, a broader term that stands for other
narrower terms or a concept reflected by various different
terms. In our framework, each text unit descriptor is a di-
mension of the feature space. Each text unit is then mapped
into a boolean text unit vector over this feature space. In
particular, we assign an order upon the feature spaceD,
so that each descriptord 2 D obtains an ordinal number
i(d) 2 f1; : : : ; jDjg. The set of text units in all docu-
mentsT is thereafter mapped into the boolean vector space
[0; 1]jDj by a functionm, so that for eacht 2 T , m(t) is a
boolean vectorv with v[i(d)] = 1 iff d appears int and zero
otherwise.

4.2. Iterative clustering of text unit vectors

Clustering of text unit vectors into groups of very similar
content is the core of our proposed KDT process. This con-
tent is reflected by the set of text unit descriptors (i.e. fea-
ture space dimensions) that characterize each cluster. These
prevailing descriptors are used in the next phase to derive
cluster labels. Finally, these cluster labels are utilized to
annotate the members of each cluster with XML tags.

The KDT process is based on a plug-in concept that al-
lows the execution of different clustering algorithms within
the DIAsDEM workbench. To group text unit vectors by
similarity, we currently employ the so-called demographic
clustering algorithm available in the IBM DB2 Intelligent
Miner for Data [8] that maximizes the Condorcet criterion
[12]. This criterion can be perceived as the difference be-
tween intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster similarity. In
particular, its value is the difference between the sum of all
pair-similarities within the same cluster and the sum of all
pair-similarities between vectors in and outside a cluster.
This algorithm obtains as input an upper limit of clusters to
be built and a similarity threshold value for assigning two
vectors to the same cluster. We refer to the latter as the
“intra-cluster similarity threshold”.

We invoke the clustering algorithm iteratively. By the
end of each iteration, a set of clusters is returned. These
resulting clusters are evaluated against a set of DIAsDEM-
specific cluster-quality criteria described below. If a cluster
is found to be acceptable with respect to these criteria, a
label is derived for it as described in section 5. Members
of acceptable clusters are removed from the dataset, while
the remaining text unit vectors are input to the clustering
algorithm again. In each iteration, the intra-cluster similar-
ity threshold value is stepwise decreased, so that acceptable
clusters become progressively less specific in content. The
iterative clustering approach reflects the objectives of XML
tagging in DIAsDEM: It is desirable to derive a semantic
tag reflecting the content of several text units as precisely as
possible. If no precise content description can be found for
a group of text units, a coarser one should be considered as
well. If the number of text units sharing the same content
description is too low, the intra-cluster similarity threshold
should also be decreased. This again leads to coarser con-
tent descriptions.

In DIAsDEM, the quality of a cluster is high, i.e. the
cluster is acceptable, if and only if it is (i)homogeneous, (ii)
large and (iii) has its content described by asmall number
of text unit descriptors. The criterion of homogeneity is
dealt with by the similarity-based clustering algorithm. As
already noted, the homogeneity is progressively relaxed to
allow for the maximization of the other two criteria.

The second criterion states that the cardinality of a clus-
ter should be larger than a thresholdlimsize provided by



the knowledge engineer. The thresholdlimsize should re-
flect the number of text units considered adequate to assign
a tag to them, bearing in mind that this tag will be an ele-
ment of the DTD to be derived.

The third criterion concerns thecluster description. A
clusterc is described by its feature space dimensions, i.e.
the text unit descriptors which appear among most of its
members. Letd 2 D be a descriptor in the feature space
D, let i(d) 2 f1; : : : ; jDjg be its ordinal number and letMc

be the collection of text units whose vectors are assigned to
clusterc. Then, the normalized frequency of descriptord in
clusterc is the ratio of vectors containingd to all vectors in
the cluster:

freq(d; c) =
jfft 2Mcjm(t)[i(d)] = 1ggj

jMcj

whereff�gg denotes a multiset instead of a set, taking the
fact into account that the collection of text units may contain
duplicates. We denote the subcollection ofMc in the nu-
merator asMc(d). Using this notion of frequency, the third
criterion is decomposed into two constraints as follows:

� The ratio of the number of distinct descriptors in a
clusterc to the total number of dimensions in the fea-
ture spaceD should be less thanlimdimensions.

jfd 2 DjMc(d) 6= ;gj

jDj
� limdimensions

� The frequencies of the descriptors within a cluster
c are grouped into the intervalsHIGH (0:8; 1:0],
MEDIUM (0:6; 0:8] andLOW (0; 0:6]. The ratio
of the number of distinct descriptors in the interval
HIGH to the total number of distinct descriptors in
the cluster should be close to 1.

jfd 2 Djfreq(d; c) 2 HIGHgj

jfd 2 DjMc(d) 6= ;gj
� 1� "

The first constraint excludes clusters characterized by a
large number of descriptors, because such clusters are dif-
ficult to label in a precise way. The second constraint ex-
cludes clusters characterized by descriptors of modest fre-
quency, because the homogeneity of these clusters is rather
low. Hence, the third criterion of our quality scheme en-
deavors to find clusters, in which only a few descriptors ap-
pear in most members.

The reader might object that our quality criteria con-
sider only descriptors within one cluster, without comparing
them to the descriptors of other clusters. Indeed, a frequent
descriptor in clusterc1 might also be frequent in clusterc2.
This is partially alleviated by the clustering algorithm which
maximizes cluster homogeneity and minimizes the similar-
ity among clusters. We should not omit a descriptor that is
frequent in more than one cluster altogether, since it may be

part of different cluster labels. However, the feature space
contains only a small number of term combinations, allow-
ing for the free combinations of descriptors to formulate ap-
propriate cluster descriptions and cluster labels.

5. Tagging of documents

The iterative KDT process outputs a set of clusters that
satisfy our quality criteria. Each cluster is annotated with
statistics calculated by the mining software and with a clus-
ter description comprised of descriptors reflecting the clus-
ter’s content. Cluster descriptions and names of named en-
tities are used to create tags for the semantic annotation
of text units. XML tags are ultimately determined by the
knowledge engineer. Nevertheless, DIAsDEM performs
both a pre-selection and a ranking of candidate cluster labels
for the expert to choose from. A cluster description consists
of the feature space dimensions prevalent in the cluster, ac-
companied by their statistics. In order to label a clusterc,
only descriptorsd 2 D such thatfreq(d; c) 2 HIGH need
to be considered. We distinguish between:

� Group-I descriptors that are considered frequent by the
DIAsDEM workbench

� Group-II descriptors that are all other descriptors ap-
pearing in text units of a cluster and considered signi-
ficant by the mining software

The descriptors in both groups determine the content of the
corresponding cluster. With respect to the frequency inter-
valsHIGH, MEDIUM andLOW , a Group-II descrip-
tor needs not belong to theHIGH interval. For cluster
labeling, the knowledge engineer is called to choose upon
the Group-I descriptors, ordered by decreasing frequency.
Group-II descriptors are also presented, because the expert
may decide to concatenate the selected Group-I descrip-
tor(s) with a member of Group-II. The visualization mod-
ule of DIAsDEM aids in this procedure by presenting the
text units assigned to the cluster. Thus, the knowledge en-
gineer may cross-check the cluster’s content against the de-
scriptors and select a combination that is consistent with the
linguistic style in the application domain.

For example, a cluster of text units from police reports
might have the descriptor “location” categorized as a very
frequent Group-I descriptor, while the descriptor “crime” is
a member of Group-II. The knowledge engineer may check
the cluster content and decide that “locationOfCrime” can
be an appropriate label for this cluster.

During the preprocessing phase, named entities of inter-
est are extracted by a special DIAsDEM workbench mod-
ule. In the XML tagging phase, cluster labels are combined
with (name, value)-pairs of named entities appearing in the
text units to construct attributes of XML tags. In particular,
all documents in the collection are tagged as follows:



1. Each document is decomposed into its text units.
2. Named entities appearing in each text unit are ex-

tracted and each named entity value is associated with
its named entity name.

3. All text units are mapped into the feature space of text
unit descriptors to create text unit vectors.

4. Iterative assignment of text unit vectors to clusters: In
theith iteration:

(a) Consider only clusters built in thei th iteration of
the original clustering process

(b) For each text unit: If the corresponding vector
can be assigned to one of the clusters under con-
sideration, then tag the text unit with its label.

(c) Remove all tagged text units from the dataset.
(d) The remaining dataset is input to the next itera-

tion.

5. The (name, value)-pairs of extracted named entities ap-
pearing in a tagged text unit are incorporated into the
tag surrounding it.

DIAsDEM generates a set of tags for an archive that con-
stitute a flat, unstructured XML DTD. This DTD reflects
the content of documents and can thus serve as a prelim-
inary database-like schema. If this quasi-schema is im-
plemented in an DBMS, cluster labels correspond to table
names, while names of named entities are attributes belong-
ing to the tables. Text units and values of named entities
constitute an instance of this schema. Discovering ordered
or creating nested XML tags is part of our future work.

6. Case study

DIAsDEM is a general purpose framework. Its work-
bench can be coupled with application-specific thesauri,
specific rule templates for named entity extraction and vari-
ous clustering algorithms. In our case study, we applied the
framework to a collection of German Commercial Register
text documents. In Germany, each district court maintains
a Commercial Register that contains important informa-
tion about companies in the court’s district. According to
German law, company activities like the establishment of
branch offices, changes in share capital, mergers and ac-
quisitions must be reported. Knowledge of Commercial
Register entries is indispensable for business transactions.

The availability of Commercial Register entries on the
Web has a large potential for focused information acquisi-
tion. Indeed, due to the intense business demand for this
commercial information, there are several information bro-
kers offering both online and offline services to retrieve rel-
evant knowledge from Commercial Registers. However,
current services only encompass SQL queries to access rela-
tional data and full-text queries to search unstructured texts
that contain most of the information.

HRB 12576
06.05.1999

Daniel Spiel-Center GmbH
(Potsdamer Straße 94, 14513 Teltow).

publiziert am
19.05.1999

Der Betrieb von Spielhallen in Teltow und das Aufstellen von Geldspiel- und
Unterhaltungsautomaten. Stammkapital: 25.000 EUR. Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung. Der Gesellschaftsvertrag ist am 12. November1998
abgeschlossen und am 19. April 1999 abge¨andert. Ist nur ein Gesch¨aftsführer
bestellt, so vertritt er die Gesellschaft einzeln. Sind mehrere Gesch¨aftsführer
bestellt, so wird die Gesellschaft durch zwei Gesch¨aftsführer oder durch einen
Geschäftsführer in Gemeinschaft mit einem Prokuristen vertreten.
Einzelvertretungsbefugnis kann erteilt werden. Pawel Balski, 14.04.1965,
Berlin, ist zum Gesch¨aftsführer bestellt. Er vertritt die Gesellschaft stets
einzeln und ist befugt, Rechtsgesch¨afte mit sich selbst oder mit sich als
Vertreter Dritter abzuschließen. Nicht eingetragen: Die Bekanntmachungen
der Gesellschaft erfolgen im Bundesanzeiger.

Table 2. German Commercial Register entry

Table 2 contains an exemplary German Commercial
Register entry. Each entry consists of a structured part and
an unstructured text. The former contains the company’s
registered name, its record number as an identifier, the busi-
ness address and relevant dates of registration and publica-
tion. This information can easily be extracted using wrapper
technologies. The unstructured section of each entry con-
tains the registered text as recorded by the court’s clerks. In
this case study, we have used 1,145 documents published by
the district court of Potsdam. These documents are founda-
tion entries of new companies in 1999.

We have established a preliminary conceptual model that
partly reflects the application domain. Its UML class dia-
grams serve as a reference, against which the derived DTD
can be matched. This conceptual model also formed the
basis for specifying a controlled vocabulary of the domain.
We have used word frequency statistics and the DIAsDEM
thesaurus editor to build a hierarchy of 70 descriptors and
109 non-descriptors pointing to valid descriptors. The final
feature space consists of 85 descriptors, after adding some
terms known to be of importance in this domain.

We have partitioned the documents into text units,
whereby the level of granularity was set to a sentence. Af-
terwards, the multilingual part–of–speech tagger TreeTag-
ger was applied to determine lemma forms of all words [16].
The number of unique word forms was reduced from 10,613
to approx. 5,400. Our Java-based named entity extractor
was employed to identify instances of named entities such
as “Person”, “Company”, “Date” and “AmountOfMoney”.

In Table 3, we summarize the size of the dataset and
parameter settings in each of three clustering iterations per-
formed. The KDT process was stopped by the knowledge
engineer after three iterations. Altogether, 73 acceptable
clusters were identified. They represent approx. 85% of all
text units in the collection. This high proportion of tagged
sentences can be explained with the fact that Commercial
Register entries are composed of rather regular German lan-



Clustering iteration of KDT process 1 2 3

Number of input text units 10,785 1,818 1,648

Intra-cluster similarity threshold 0.95 0.90 0.80

Maximum number of clusters 200 200 200

Visualization threshold (cluster size) 10 5 3

Number of output clusters 122 121 67

Global Condorcet value 0.8090 0.9147 0.8176

Number of acceptable clusters 42 12 19

Text units in acceptable clusters 8,969 168 74

Table 3. Summary of iterative clustering

guage. In the future, the DIAsDEM framework will be
evaluated against other archives such as company profiles
and ad hoc news of publicly quoted companies.

In the last phase, labels of acceptable clusters were used
to annotate sentences. In Table 4, the document of Table 2 is
partly depicted after semantic tagging. The first sentence of
this XML document is tagged as one referring to the busi-
ness purpose of the new company. The second sentence
refers to its share capital and contains a named entity, i.e.
the amount of money invested in the company. Accord-
ingly, the tag is extended to accommodate the named entity
name “AmountOfMoney” and its value. The 5th tag refers
to the manager appointed for the company: The named en-
tity “Person” thus annotates this tag. Its value reflects the
way persons are identified in many entries, i.e. by specify-
ing surname, forename, current domicile and date of birth.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE CommercialRegisterEntry SYSTEM
’CommercialRegisterEntry.dtd’>

<CommercialRegisterEntry> <BusinessPurpose> Der
Betrieb von Spielhallen in Teltow und das Aufstellen von Geldspiel- und
Unterhaltungsautomaten.</BusinessPurpose> <ShareCapital
NE="AmoutOfMoney=[25000 EUR]"> Stammkapital: 25.000 EUR.
</ShareCapital> <LimitedLiabilityCompany> Gesellschaft
mit beschränkter Haftung.</LimitedLiabilityCompany>
<ConclusionArticles NE="Date=[12.11.1998], Date=
[19.04.1999]"> Der Gesellschaftsvertrag ist am 12. November1998
abgeschlossen und am 19. April 1999 abge¨andert.</Conclusion
Articles> (...) Einzelvertretungsbefugnis kann erteilt werden.
<AppointmentManagingDirector NE="Person=[Balski;
Pawel; Berlin; 14.04.1965]"> Pawel Balski, 14.04.1965, Berlin,
ist zum Gesch¨aftsführer bestellt.</AppointmentManaging
Director> (...)<PublicationMedia> Nicht eingetragen: Die
Bekanntmachungender Gesellschaft erfolgen im Bundesanzeiger.
</PublicationMedia> </CommercialRegisterEntry>

Table 4. Semantically tagged XML document

Table 5 contains an excerpt of the flat, unstructured XML
DTD that was automatically derived from all discovered
XML tags. It coarsely describes the semantic structure of
the resulting XML collection. Currently, named entities are
not fully evaluated. Named entities are denoted by the at-

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<!ELEMENT CommercialRegisterEntry (#PCDATA |
BusinessPurpose | ShareCapital | FullyLiablePartner
| AppointmentManagingDirector | GeneralPartnership |
InitialShareholders | (...) | FoundationPartnership)* >

<!ELEMENT BusinessPurpose (#PCDATA)> (...)
<!ELEMENT FoundationPartnership (#PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST BusinessPurpose NE CDATA #IMPLIED> (...)
<!ATTLIST FoundationPartnership NE CDATA #IMPLIED>

Table 5. Excerpt of the derived flat XML DTD

tribute “NE” in the DTD, without taking the exact named
entity name into account. As part of our future work, at-
tributes will be assigned a semantic name as well.

In contrast to text classification, there are no pre-
classified documents in our application domain, upon which
the effectiveness of the DIAsDEM workbench could be
measured. Instead, we have drawn a random sample con-
taining approx. 5% of the 1,145 text units and asked a do-
main expert to detect tagging errors. We distinguish be-
tween two types of tagging errors, namely false positives
and false negatives. A false positive occurs if the tag asso-
ciated with a text unit does not entirely reflect its content. A
false negative occurs when an un-tagged text unit conforms
to a semantic concept that is part of the derived DTD.

Within the 5% sample, the false positive (false negative)
error rate is 0.375% (3.565%).The percentage of false pos-
itives is very low. If a text unit is tagged, the tag is most
likely to be correct. The percentage of false negatives is
higher, indicating that some text units were not placed in
the cluster they semantically belonged to. Our preliminary
explanation for the comparatively high rate of false negat-
ives is that these text units were characterized by terms that
were not included in the feature space. The reader may re-
call that there was no thesaurus available for this case study,
so that one had to be built from word statistics. A thesaurus
contains several concepts, each of them expressed by many
alternative terms. If some of these alternatives are less fre-
quent than others, they may be ignored when building the
thesaurus and deriving a feature space from it. Text units
containing these infrequent words are thus mapped into vec-
tors of poor quality.

The overall error rate in the 5% sample is 3.940%. With
0.95 confidence, the error rate in the entire dataset is in the
interval [2.591%, 5.948%] which is a very promising result.

7. Conclusion

Collections of unstructured text documents contain in-
formation of great potential value. However, they can only



be retrieved with full-text search in most cases. In this pa-
per, we have presented a framework for semantic tagging
and derivation of XML DTDs from domain-specific text
archives. Our Java-based DIAsDEM workbench operates
in two phases. An interactive and iterative KDT process
groups all text units of all documents in the archive into a
set of large, homogeneous clusters by their semantics, semi-
automatically derives cluster labels that serve as XML tags
and finally annotates text units with these tags, extended
with information about named entities referenced in them.

We have tested our framework on a document collec-
tion from the German Commercial Register and shown
that our approach is very successful, showing a very low
error rate. This application area is particularly impor-
tant for e-business, because Commercial Register entries
contain indispensable information for business interactions
among companies. While existing information brokers
process these documents with conventional information
retrieval techniques, DIAsDEM enables a more focused
search through appropriate XML query languages that ex-
ploit XML tags and their associated attribute values.

Our future work includes the derivation of structured
XML DTDs in contrast to the currently derived, rather un-
structured and preliminary ones. We also intend to com-
bine natural language processing techniques and n-gram
clustering instead of sentence clustering. Additionally, fur-
ther clustering algorithms and similarity metrics should be
evaluated with respect to the objectives of our framework.
Finally, we intend to reduce the human effort by (i) exploit-
ing association rules during thesaurus construction and (ii)
by extending the ranking mechanism that proposes cluster
labels to the expert into a recommendation system that takes
the preliminary schema into account.
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